Bachelor of Science in Network Security
A US Government Recognized Cyber Security Degree for Ethical Hackers

UAT’s Network Security Bachelor of Science is a cybersecurity degree that prepares students to take on the ever-evolving world of online theft and corruption. Our cybersecurity degree combines essential and best of class elements of software and network programming and network security analysis. This degree is designed around the contemporary skills and advanced tools associated with security for information network technology initiatives.

Designated as a National Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense by the NSA and DHS National IA Education and Training Program (NIETP), UAT offers an ethical hacking degree that’s highly recognized by industry and government entities alike.

The Highest Standard of Ethical Hacking

The focus of this cybersecurity degree is creating ethical hackers and network security professionals who will have mastery in ethical hacking, upholding to the highest industry standard of integrity over the quickly evolving world of technology and online security. Network security initiatives are becoming increasingly vital to the well-being of the general population and all business and government organizations. Graduates with UAT’s network security degree will be prepared for careers with government entities and multinational corporations seeking certified ethical hacking professionals. With the completion of this NSA designated network security degree, you will gain the ability to protect and defend commerce and culture against the online world of theft and corruption.
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